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The Principal  Writes 

My mind delights with bliss as another golden feather has been added to its cap of Al Alia in terms of an 

excellent CBSE Board results both in Senior Secondary and Secondary classes. The acclaim goes to my 

sincere colleagues, assiduous students and supportive parents. We have also completed another fruitful 

academic term integrated with co-scholastic accomplishments and are now rolling into a much warmer 

but academically dormant phase. I urge all my students to efficaciously utilize this period to synergize 

yourself in all possible ways especially by reading more books as “Read is to Lead”. Dear Parents, it is 

worth to reiterate that children can easily fall prey to the ills of the society in this materialistic and       

mechanical world. Therefore spiritual and moral upbringing of our children is our responsibility and 

should become the top most priority for all of us. 

May the spirit of Ramadan illuminate the whole world with Peace and Harmony. 

Soaring to success 

The students of AAIIS added another feather to the cap of their Alma Mater with their meritorious    

performance in the AISSCE  and AISSE  2015-2016. Once again the young Alians have proved their 

worth, championing the cause of the glory and credulity of the school by achieving a grandeur result. It 

reaffirms once again the huge investment of time and sustained effort the school makes to foster     

quality education. Under the able stewardship of the Management, an ever supportive Principal and the 

expert guidance of its dedicated faculty, the school has crossed yet another milestone in its more than a  

decade long journey . 

                       Salutations to a man extraordinaire 

          Hearty Congratulations to our Honourable Chairman,  Mr. Thomas Chandy  on      
being elected as Member of Legislative Assembly for  the  third time   from  Kuttanad      
Constituency in the state of Kerala.  

His benevolence has no limits and true are the words  

                                     “The heart benevolent and kind 
                                            That most resembles God.” 

Balaji Yeshwanth 
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                THE IGNITE 

The more broad general knowledge you have, the more broadly competent you become, 

keeping this maxim in mind AAIIS ventured to ignite and  enhance the general knowledge of 

the students through regular and  standardized monthly GK tests , “The Ignite”. On the basis 

of given syllabus, the children prepared for the same earnestly. Top scorers from each class 

are honoured with certificates. 
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THE SCHOLARS DOMAIN– TOPPERS  CLASS  X  [CGPA 10] 
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Campus Clandestine 

As another academic year unfolds , the Alians have started their flurry of activities with zest! Armed with              
confidence and filled with passion and optimism, we  face 2016- 17 with new aspirations and new challenges.          
A  litany of blessings, a bouquet of prayers and a hamper of wishes for you AAIIS…  A  glimpse into our activities. 
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Mothers’ Day Celebrations 

A festive mood prevailed in the EEC wing on 7th May, 2016. It was 
Mothers’ Day and the tiny tots celebrated their love for the most   
divine of god’s creations ,Mothers .In the special assembly the little 
ones spoke about their mothers and their innocent  words were as   
refreshing as a  cool breeze in the scorching desert heat . The little 
ones later indulged themselves in making cards for their mothers. 
With paints and colours splattered on their hands their nimble        
fingers traced out drawings and caricatures expressing their love in a 
myriad of ways. 
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An Aura of Self-Realization 

With an objective to create and 

educate children about the     

importance of consumption of 

fruits and vegetables in regular 

diet, the youngsters from class 

L.K.G and U.K.G celebrated Fruit 

and Vegetable Day.  

Nimble fingers, Creative minds 

    Artists at Work 

 
First day for L.K.G students—A day conquered 

 

April 9th marked the auspicious first day for the youngest   students’ of AAI-
IS, our angelic LKG students. Excitement and anticipation filled the air as 
the babes of our school walked in – some sniffing, some crying, some       
reluctantly, and some tightly holding their parents’ hands  unsure of what 
holds in store for them. Within a week they had adjusted themselves so 
well and  their laughter echoed in the corridors of the school. Their          
cherubic smiles are  indeed a sight to behold!!! 
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The torch bearers of               

tomorrow  

Leadership is the capacity to translate vision into 

reality. The Investiture Ceremony, to honour the 

Prefectural Body of Batch 2016-2017,elected by 

the students  was held on Tuesday, 2 May, 2016 

in both the Boys’ and Girls’ Wing. The baton of 

responsibility was passed on to a fresh round of 

Prefects for the year 2016 – 2017. A formal    

ceremony invested as many as 50 appointments 

with the power to govern their Council. The    

cabinet members received their badges and 

took the Oath devoting themselves to the well 

being of their school and country.  

 The Principal, Dr Shanu C Thomas in his speech 

remarked, “delegation of responsibility and     

giving authority to children is   important as it 

teaches them life  long skills of being powerful 

and caring, at the same time making them best 

citizens in making.” He urged the office bearers 

to have clear conscience while delineating their    

duties.  

The students’ cabinet in the Girls Wing was 
sworn in  by the Vice Principal, Mrs Natasha Hari 
and Supervisor Mrs Usha Alex. “The school has 
vested responsibilities for you to shoulder, to 
work with unity and diligence and to render the 
duties entrusted upon you impartially and     
honestly”, remarked Mrs. Natasha in her  
speech. The newly sworn in student cabinet 
promised to  uphold their responsibility and    
fulfill their duties honestly, sincerely and to the 
best of their abilities. It was indeed a gracious      
moment for the gathering to witness the  
emerging leaders. 
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Invested with Honours and Responsibilities 
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          Notice boards—stimulate, educate, decorate 

 
There is no doubt that creativity is 
the most important human  resource 
of all. Without creativity, there would 
be no progress, and we would be   
forever repeating the same patterns. 
Take a look at our notice boards!!!!  

My Vote ,  My Voice 

Experiencing a taste of democratic elections. 

 Donning the mantle of responsibility  

Head Boy Maaz Khalid  XII A  Head Girl Hiba Basheer  XII A 

Assistant Head Boy Mohd Najih  XI A  Assistant Head Girl Asra Jabeen  XI A 

Cultural captain Celestin Francis XII B  Cultural Captain Soofiya  M Amin  XII A 

Vice  Captain ,Cultural Mohd Mohinuddin XI B  Vice  Captain ,Cultural Mehak Fathima  XI B 

Sports Captain Amal Raj  XII B  Sports Captain Maya Hari  XII A 

Vice  Captain, Sports Mohd.Sharuk  XI B  Vice  Captain, Sports Fathima Ziya XI A 

Emerald House Captain Ibrahim Abdul  Rahim  XII A  Emerald House Captain Zoony Sahwa XA 

Vice Captains 
Jithin Kamsani XI  B  

   Vice Captains 
Ayuza Ruba  IX A 

Mohammed Rayan Rajjaz IX B   Jamzeena Jalaludeen  IX B 

Ruby House Captain  Abdullah Bin Abdul Nazar  XII A   Ruby House Captain   Sona Rose Joy  X  A 

Vice Captains 
Shahid T C XI B   

 Vice Captains 
Sherlin Shaji Varghese  IX B 

Abdul Manaf IX B   Akshara Ann Cherian  IX B 

Sapphire House Captain K.S Abhishek  XII A     Sapphire House Captain    K.S  Aishwarya X A 

Vice Captains 
Mohd.Mishal XI B   

 Vice Captains 
Sakina Parveen  IX B 

Nanda Krishna IX B   Reema Ansar XI A 

Topaz House Captain Vishal Vinod XII A     Topaz House Captain Nafeesa Naaz XII A 

Vice Captains 
Gokul Ravindran XI A  

 Vice Captains 
Aneeta Saji IX A 

Mohd Osama IX C   Maherunnisa. .M IX B  
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Drop Everything and Read !!!!! 

Some books should be tasted, some devoured, but only a few 
should be chewed and digested thoroughly. D.E.A.R., or Drop Every-
thing and Read, was a time set aside for 30 minutes  from 17th April 
to19 April wherein   all the students and faculty of the School were         
engaged in 30 minutes of undisturbed   silent     reading to hone the 
reading habits and to make books  best friends forever.  

Libraries – The Original Search  Engines 

School libraries not only foster a life-
long love of reading and story, they  
encourage thinking and creativity. With 
an endeavor to  inculcate reading skills 

in children and to emphasize upon the importance of making good use 
of the library, the second week of April was observed as library 
week .Various competitions like debates, quiz on world famous authors 
and their works, poster makings etc., were conducted. 

 

Patriotic Song  

Competition 

The Alian Alliance 
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English, the soul of thoughts 
Good English, well spoken and well written will open  more doors than 
mere college degrees. The school has always tried to produce creativity 
among its young learners through various scholastic and co-scholastic 
activities .In this regard to  inculcate the importance of English in young 
learners ,English  Day was celebrated. 
Thanks to the English Department ,especially to Mr. Muhammed Shafi, 
whose innovative ideas worked wonders. 

Basket Ball  Competition– The Upcoming Champs 
     Boys in Yellow steal the show                                                                      Ruby on Fire  

Master Chefs      
 
 

 
Work  experience Day for Class  IX and X to expose them to  different skills like cooking  in order to 

gain a more holistic education . 

The Alian Alliance 
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Mock Parliament  Enthralling performance 
Future leaders got their first taste of governance in a mock parliamentary session, modelled on 

the lines of the Indian parliamentary system,  on May 26th,2016. The session’s debates were 

contested between a ruling party and an opposition party, and participants belonged to Grades 

9 to 12.The Principal, Dr Shanu C Thomas appreciated all parliamentarians and the hard work 

of the teachers of the Social Science Department  under the guidance of  Mr Siji George        

Editorial  

The hands of the clock  moves on .Time just flies!!! It seems only yesterday that we started with our 
very first edition of the Alian Alliance and now we at the editorial are indeed elated that we have been 
successful in putting together the third edition. Deeply beholden are we to our Principal, Dr.  Shanu   C  
Thomas and the entire Alian family for their trust and faith in us. At  AAIIS, we have a time honoured 
tradition of honing the diverse talents of students, bringing out the budding artist, orator, actor and 
sportsman in each child. Hence it comes as no surprise that each academic session is peppered with 
events; be it the special assemblies, debates, mock parliament, or the highly anticipated cultural         
extravaganza — each day is anything but dull. It was indeed the Midas touch for the  Alians, with its 
outstanding academic results in class X and XII . We are full of hope for the future – for in the words of 
Robert Browning         

                                                 Grow old along with me                                                  
              The best is yet to be……….     

                     

Reshmy Vinod            Pravi John 

In the coming issues…… 

Exhibition, Inter House Art & Literary Competition  

Picnic, Annual Sports 

Children Day Celebration 

And Lots More……Keep reading, keep liking!!! 

& blissful  
vacation 
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